1. The property LP ~ RP for *-regular rings. We say that a Rickart *-ring R satisfies the property LP ~ RP if LP(JC) ~ RP(x) for every x in R. Also, we say that R has partial comparability (PC) if for every e, / G P(i?) such that ei?/ # 0 there exist nonzero subprojections e f < e and /' < / such that e' -/'. Clearly, in any Rickart *-ring, we have LP ~ RP => (PC). LEMMA 
For a *-regular ring R, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) R satisfies LP ~ RP. (c) => (a). First we show that R is directly finite. If xy = 1, then we can assume that yx = e e P(R) and y e eR, x G Re. We have yy* e eRe, so there exists z ^ ei?e such that yy* = zz*. Now, we have 1 = xyy*x* = xzz*x*. By [1, Theorem 3.1, (ii)], i? is finite so z*x*xz = 1. This implies e = 1. Now, by [16, Theorem 1] , the result follows. D
Let R be a *-ring. We say that R is a Baer *-ring if for every subset S Q R there exists a projection e in R such that *(S) = eR (and so /(S 1 ) = Rf for some projection / in R). Obviously, a Baer *-ring is Rickart and the partially ordered set P(iί) is in fact a complete lattice.
An element w e R is said to be a partial isometry if ww*w = w. In this case ww* = e and w*w = / are projections with wR = eR and w*i? = fR. An element w is called unitary if ww* = u*u = 1.
It follows easily from Lemma 1.1 that the elements of a *-regular ring with LP ^ RP have weak polar decomposition, that is, if JC G 7? then
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x = wz where w is a partial isometry and LP(z) = RP(^) = RP( c). If, in addition, R is unit-regular (that is, for every x in R there exists a unit u in R such that x = xux), then w can be chosen to be a unitary.
Let R be a Baer *-ring. We say that the *-equivalence is additive in R if for any families (e^ gj, (/)), e / °f orthogonal projections of i? such that £, ~/,, for all / e /, we have V,<=/£,-V i€/ yj-(where V denotes supremum). The partial isometries are addable in i? if for any family (w,.) /e/ of partial isometries such that (>v / w*). e/ and (w/Ίv,)^, are families of orthogonal projections, there exists a partial isometry w in R such that ww*^ = W,ΛV*W = w for all / e /, and ww* = V^^w^*) and LEMMA 
(i) // i? is <z self-injective *-regular ring, then the partial isometries are addable in R.
(ii) If R is a Baer * -regular ring, then the * -equivalence is additive in R.
Proof, (i) Set e t = w^*, / = w*w t , with (^) /G/ and (/)),• e/ families of orthogonal projections. Consider the i?-homomorphism φ: θ iG/ //Λ -> φ . G/ e / i? for which φ(/)) = w f , all / G /. Since R is self-injective, φ is given by left multiplication by some element, say x. Set e = V /G/^ and /= V /G/ /. If w = ^x/ then it is easily seen that e y w = H>/) = w, and (ii) Since any Baer *-regular ring R is complete, it follows from [13, Thm. 3, p. 535 ] that R is a continuous ring. By [5, Thm. 13 .17] R = R λ X R 2 , where R λ is self-injective and R 2 is an abelian continuous ring. Since a central idempotent of a Rickart *-ring is a projection, we have that R λ and R 2 are *-regular. Moreover two *-equivalent projections in R 2 are equal so the *-equivalence is obviously additive in R 2 . Since R λ is self-injective and *-regular the partial isometries are addable in R v In particular the *-equivalence is additive in R v Therefore the *-equivalence is additive in i?. D
For a ring R, we denote by Q T (R) (Qι(R)) the maximal ring of right (left) quotients of R. Recall that if R is right nonsingular then Q Γ (R) is a regular right self-injective ring. LEMMA 
Let R be a nonsingular *-ring. Then, the involution * extends to Q r (R) if and if Q r (R) = β/(#). In case * extends to Q r (R), this extension is unique and if * is n-positive definite on R, then the extended involution is also n-positive definite.
Proof. The proof is contained in [17, Thm. 3.2] , except the /ί-positive definite part.
It is well-known that if x l9 ... 9 x m are nonzero elements in Q T (R), then there exist 1 < k < m and r e R such that x t r e R for i = 1,..., m and x k r Φ 0. Assume that * is ^-positive definite on R and let x l9 ... 9 x m be nonzero elements in Q = Q T (R) = Q/(R), with m < n.lί k and r are as above, then we have (x 1 r)*(x ι r) + +(x m r)*(jc m r) # 0, and so r*(xfx x 4- +jc*x m )r # 0 (we also denote by * the extended involution). Hence * is ^-positive definite on Q. D REMARKS. (1) In particular, if A is a nonsingular *-ring with proper involution and Q = Q r (R) = Qi(R), then Q is a self-injective *-regular ring.
(2) Recall that for a nonsingular ring R the condition Q τ (R) = Qι(R) is equivalent to the Utumi's conditions:
(a) For every right ideal /, *f( J) = 0 implies I < e R.
(b) For every left ideal /, *(/) = 0 implies I < e R. Obviously, (a) <=> (b) in any *-ring.
Let R be any *-ring. We say that R satisfies general comparability for *-equivalence (GC) if for every e, / G P(i?) there exists a central projection h in R such that he < hf and (1 -h)f< (1 -h)e, cf. [2, p. 77]. THEOREM 
Let R be a *-regular ring such that Q = Q t (R) = Qι(R). Then R satisfies (PC) if and only if Q satisfies LP ~ RP.
Proof. By Lemma 1.3, Q is a self-injective *-regular ring. Assume that R satisfies (PC). Let e, f be two projections in Q such that eQf Φ 0. Since Q is regular, there exist nonzero subprojections e x < e and f λ < f in Q such that e λ Q = f λ Q. Hence there exist x e e λ Qf λ and y e f x Qe λ such that e x = xy and f x = yx. Let / be a right ideal of R such that I < e R and j/ < R. We have 7/ = (ye^I = y(e λ l) and e λ l < e e λ Q. Choose a nonzero projection e 0 in R such that e 0 e e λ l. We note that ^0 Φ 0, ^oi? < /β and (ye o )R < R. Set / 0 = LP(je 0 ), and note that f 0 e P(i?) and / 0 < /. We observe that left multiplication by y induces an isomorphism from e 0 R onto f 0 R (since it is the restriction of an isomorphism from e x Q onto f λ Q), and so e 0 R = f 0 R. Since R satisfies (PC), there exist nonzero projections e' θ9 / 0 ' in R such that e' o < e 0 Conversely, assume that Q satisfies LP ~ RP. Let e, f be projections in R such that eRf Φ 0. Then there exist nonzero projections e 0 , f 0 in R such that e 0 < e, f Q <f and e 0 ~ f 0 . Thus, e Q ~/ 0 in Q, and so there exists x in Q such that xx* = e 0 , x*x = f Q . Let / be a right ideal in R such that I < e R and x*I < R. Choose a nonzero projection e' in R such that e' e e o i? Π / and note that /' = (x*e')(e'x) is a projection in i? such that e' ~ /'. Inasmuch, e' < e 0 If R is *-regular and / is a two-sided ideal of R, then it is well-known that / is a *-ideal and the factor ring R/I is also *-regular with the natural involution. It is easy to see that if the involution on R iŝ -positive definite, then that on R/I is also ^-positive definite. LEMMA 1.6. Let R be a *-regular ring and let I be a two-sided ideal of R. Every projection in R/I has the form e, where e G P(i?). // υ is any partial isometry in R/I and e, f e P(i?) are such that e = vv* and/ = v*v, then there exists a partial isometry w in R such that w = υ 9 ww* = e λ < e and w*w = f λ < f. Proof. Set R = R/L From LP(x)JR = xR = LP(x)R we deduce that LP(JC) = LP(Λ ) and similarly RP(3c) = RP(JC). So, any projection in R/I has the form e, where e e P(i?). If v is a partial isometry in R and e, /e P(i?) are such that ^ = vv*, /= ϋ*ϋ then we observe that we can choose w' G eRf such that w' = y. We have (1) wV* = g+j/ with y G /.
Put Λ = LP(j>), and note that h < e. By multiplying the relation (1) on right and left by e -h, we obtain (2) (e-Λ)wV*(e-A) = e-Λ.
Set w = (e -h)w'. Since Λ G /, we have w = ϋ. Also, by (2), we have ww* -e -h < e. Putting e x = e -h, f λ = w*w = w r *(e -h)w\ we have e ι < e, f x < f and e x ^ / x . Moreover, e λ = e and /i = / and so, if we put e 2 = h = e -e v f 2 = f -f v then we have e 2 , / 2 e /. D It is obvious from the relations LP(3c) = LP(JC) and RP(3c) = RP(Λ ) that if R satisfies LP ~ RP, then R = R/I also satisfies LP ~ RP. However, it is not true that property (PC) is preserved in factor rings, as the following example shows. EXAMPLE 1.7. There exists a *-regular ring R such that (a) R is S^-continuous and S 0 -injective (see [5] for definitions) and Q T (R) = Q iR). Proof. Let X be any uncountable infinite set. For / e X, set R t = M 2 (R). Consider Λ = {jceΠ /e Λ|x i e Λ/ 2 (Q) for all but countably many i ^ X}. Obviously, R is a *-regular ring.
(a) If (O«<ΞN i s an y sequence of projections of ϋ, then clearly V neN e n exists in Π^/l,. and V neN * n e R. So, since Π^^i?, is continuous, R is N 0 -continuous. Since R = M 2 (S), where S = (x G ΠΪ•<= X K X \K t = R for all / G A', and x y e Q for all but countably many / G X), it follows from [5, Corollary 14.13] that R is S 0 -injective. Clearly, (b) If eRf Φ 0, with e, f G P(i?), then there exist nonzero subprojections e λ < e, f x < f such that e λ ~ f v There exist some i e X such that e lf is nonzero, and we observe that e u ~ f u in M 2 (R). Define nonzero projections e 2 , / 2 in R by e 2y = f 2j . = 0 iί j e X and 7 =£ i; e 2i = β lf ., Λ. = Λ, Clearly, e 2 < e l9 f 2 < f x and e 2 ~ f 2 .
To show that R does not satisfy LP ~ RP, note first that the projections (}^2 J^f) anc * (0 0) are equivalent but not *-equivalent in M 2 (Q) . Set p ί = ($ $) for all i e JSΓ; ^ = (J g) for all i e X, and put /? = (Pi)j^x, q = (ί, )ieΛ-Then, /? and g are equivalent but not ^equiv-alent projections in i?.
(c) Let J = {x E: R\x t = 0 for all but countable many / ε Jf}. Clearly, / is a proper two-sided ideal of R. Let M be a maximal two-sided ideal of R such that J is contained in M. It follows from [ Proof. It suffices to see that given two nonzero equivalent projections e 9 f in i?, there exist nonzero subprojections e λ < e, f λ <f such that e λ ~ f v Let M be a maximal two-sided ideal of R such that e, f £ M. Then, e and / are nonzero projections in R = R/M. By hypothesis, R satisfies (PC) so there exist nonzero subprojections e' < e, /' < / such that e'~ΐ in R. Set e" = LP(ee% f" = LP(/jΓ) and observe that e" = e r , /" = /', β" < e, /" < /. Thus, there exist orthogonal decompositions e" = e x 4-e 2 , / /r = Λ + / 2 with e x ^ / x and e 2 , / 2 G M. Clearly, e x and / 2 are nonzero *-equivalent projections and e λ < e, f x < f. D Proposition 1.8 and Example 1.7 suggest that maybe any *-regular ring such that the intersection of the maximal two-sided ideals is zero and the simple homomorphic images satisfy LP ~ RP has LP ^ RP. However, this is not true and we offer a counterexample in §3. Now, we examine property LP ~ RP in matrix rings. Recall that if R is a *-regular ring with w-positive definite involution, then the ring M n (R) of n X n matrices over R is also *-regular with involution A # = (#*), where A = (α /y ) (the *-transpose involution). We shall assume in the rest of this section that M n (R) is endowed with this involution. LEMMA 1.9. Let Rbe a *-regular ring with 2-positive definite involution. Set S = M 2 (R) . If E is a projection in S, then there exists an orthogonal decomposition E = E λ + E 2 , where E λ = (β °), with p, q e P(i?)
Proo/. Set £ = (g J). We have (1) and (2) we have 66* = a(l -a) and 6*6 = c(l -c) and so, g < e, h < f.
We claim that ag = ga. Set d = 66*, and note that ad = da. We have g = LP(d) = RP(d), and so g<zd = da = ad. Right multiplying this relation by d, the relative inverse of d, we obtain gag = ag. Analogously, ga = gag, and we conclude that ag = ga.
Similarly, we can show he = ch. Now, we have
It follows that (e -g)a is a projection. Note that (e -g)aR = (e-g)eR = (e-g)R. Hence, (6) e -g = (e-g)a and, similarly
It follows from (l)- (7) that we have an orthogonal decomposition
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Now, (ga)R = geR = gR = bR and (hc)R = hfR = hR = 6*Λ. Put- 
he

D
We note that the decomposition given in Lemma 1.9 is unique. Set S = M 2 (R). We say that a projection E of 5 is of type A if E = ( p 0 °q) with /?, q <Ξ P(Λ). We say that E is of (y/^ B if £ = (^ £) with d^lί = « 2 i?, βfi? = α 3 i?. By Lemma 1.9, every projection of S is, in a unique way, an orthogonal sum of a projection of type A and a projection of type B.
We now construct some projections of type B. If e e P(i?) and w v w 2 e iϊ, we say that (w 1? w 2 ) is an isometric pair for e if w λ R = wfi? = w 2 i? = eR and w^f + w 2 w 2 * = e. It is routine to verify that if (w 1? w 2 ) is an isometric pair for e, then is a projection of S of type B which is *-equivalent to (o o) (implemented by (? o 2 ))- PROPOSITION 
Let R be a *-regular ring with 2-positive definite involution such that S = M 2 (R) satisfies LP ~ RP. If E is a projection in S 9 then there exists an orthogonal decomposition E = E λ + E 2 , where E x is a projection of type A and there exist a projection e in R and an isometric pair for e, (w l9 w 2 ) 9 such that
Proof. By Lemma 1.9, E = E γ + E 2 , where E x is type A and E 2 is type B. Set E 2 = Q %), and put e = LP(α x ) = RP(α x ) = LP(^2); / = LP(^3) = RP(α 3 ) = LP(0*). Set G = (
We conclude that If £ = (£ g), then we say £ is type A x and if E = (g J), then we say that 2? is type A 2 . Note that every projection in S is an orthogonal sum of projections of types A l9 A 2 and B. Also, note that any subprojection of a projection E of type A l9 A 2 or B is itself of the same type as E.
Suppose that E, F are two equivalent projections in S. We will show that E ~ F provided S satisfies the stated condition. Let E = E λ + E 2 + E 3 be the decomposition of E into projections E v E 2 and E 3 of types A v A 2 and B respectively. Since E -i% there exists an orthogonal decomposition F = F λ + £ 2 + F 3 , with £ x -JFΊ, E 2 -F 2 and £ 3 -F 3 . For / = 1,2,3, we have orthogonal decompositions F t = F a + F i2 + JF) 3 of F i into projections of types A l9 A 2 and B respectively. Returning to E, we obtain E { = E a + E i2 + E i3 with E { -F fJ for /, y = 1,2,3. So, we have decomposed E and F into nine orthogonal projections, each one of pure type. It follows that it suffices to consider the following cases:
( 
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Case (d). Each one of E, F is *-equivalent, by hypothesis, to a projection of type A λ and so, case (a) applies.
If S satisfies LP ~ RP, then it follows as in the proof of Proposition 1.10 that for a projection E = (£" b c ) of S of type B, with e = LP(α), we have E ~ (5 g). D
Recall that a *-ring is said to be *-Pythagorean if for every x, y in R there exists ZGΛ such that xx* + jy* = zz*. Following [11] , we say than an element a in R is a worm in R if it has the form a = xx*, with XGΛ. Clearly, in a *-Pythagorean ring any sum of norms is a norm.
The following theorem is an extension of some results of Handelman, cf. Assume now that R is *-Pythagorean. By Proposition 1.11, it suffices to see that for any projection E = (£* h c ) in M 2 (R) with aR = bR, b*R = cR, e = LP(tf), we have E ~ (g g). We have a = tf 2 + bb* = tf<z* 4-66*, so there exists vt > in R such that α = WH>*. Since i? has LP ~ RP, we see from Lemma 1.1 that we can choose w e eRe. Let w be the relative inverse of w and note that
Consider the relation (2) w*w* + bb* = ww*.
By multiplying the relation (2) on the left by w and on the right by ΐv* = w* and using (1), we get Clearly, if R is *-Pythagorean, then * is positive definite. By applying Proof. If R = Yl^= 1 M n (A n ), where each A n is an abelian self-injective *-regular ring with all division ring images *-Pythagorean and with positive definite involution, we see from 1. Since iϊ satisfies LP ~ RP, also e t R satisfies LP ~ RP and so fα z fii~ " * ~//, Set A n =f nl Rf nV and observe that e n i? s M^J. We deduce that ϋ s Π£Li-/>/"(-4,,) and A n are abelian self-injective *-regular rings with positive definite involution and satisfying LP ~ RP matricially. Since all simple homomorphic images of an abelian regular ring are division rings, the result follows. D 2. Pseudo-rank functions on *-regular rings. In this section, we study property LP ~ RP for completions of *-regular rings with respect to pseudo-rank functions. In particular, we show that if R is a *-regular unit-regular ring satisfying LP ~ RP and N is a pseudo-rank function on JR, then its ΛΓ-completion also satisfies LP ~ RP. In [3] , Burke showed this holds for an irreducible *-regular rank ring with order k, with k > 4, in which comparability holds, which turns out to be a very special case of the result here. Our result follows from Theorem 2.8, which is also used in §3.
A pseudo-rank function on a regular ring R is a map N: We observe that we can get idempotents e',f in R, and elements
x e e'Rf and y e /'ite' such that N(e -φ(e')) < ε/2, N(f -φ(/')) < ε/2 while N(e' -xy) < ε/6 and N{f -yx) < ε/6. Note that xy e e'Re'. Clearly, jcyi? + (e' -xy)i? = e'i? and so there exists an idempotent A in R such that e'h = Ae' = A, Aiί = cyiϊ and (e' -h)R < (e' -xy)R. Thus, we have N(e' -A) < ε/6. Let λ e Rh with xyλ = A. We have iV(£>'λ -e') < ΛΓ(e r λ -A) + N(h -e r )
= N((e' -xy)λ) + N(h -e') < ε/6 + ε/6 = ε/3.
Set g = yλx. Clearly, g is idempotent, g is equivalent to h and g < /'. We have
So, g and A are equivalent idempotents and
(b) We note that, by [5, Lemma 19 .5] we can choose the idempotents e\f in the proof of (a) to be orthogonal. Since A e e'Re', g e f'Rf\ h and g are orthogonal and so the result follows.
(c) If /?, q are (orthogonal) equivalent projections in i?, then by ((b)) (a) there exist {e n }> {/"} with φ(e n )-+p 9 φ(/J -• ^, and for all n 9 e n and f n (orthogonal) equivalent idempotents in R. Set p n = LP(^r t ), q n = RP(/ M ). As in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we obtain ψ(p n ) -> /? and φ(9«) "^ ί Also, it is easily shown that, for all «, /?" and q n are (orthogonal) equivalent projections in R. D Let i? be any *-ring. We say that R satisfies the *-cancellation law for projections (briefly, R has ^cancellation) if whenever e ~ f with e, / e P(R), we have 1 -e ~ 1 -f. This is equivalent to saying that two *-equivalent projections in R are unitarily equivalent. Also, it is easy to see that if R has '•'-cancellation and e,/, g, A e P(i?) are such that e and / are orthogonal, g and A are orthogonal, e + /^ g + A and /^ A, then e~g.
Examples of *-regular rings with *-cancellation are the *-regular rings with general comparability for *-equivalence. Also, the *-regular rings with primitive factors artinian and the *-regular self-injective rings of type I satisfy the '•'-cancellation law. The key to prove this is the following lemma. 9 where 6 /7 = (* / **)fl*O/.y / )> ij=l,...,n.
The Proof. Let R be a *-regular ring with all primitive factor rings artinian. By [5, Corollary 6.7] , all indecomposable factor rings of R are simple artinian. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, they satisfy the *-cancellation law. Also, note that we can write the ^cancellation law in equational terms. So, we can proceed as in [5, Thm. 6.10].
If R is a *-regular, self-injective ring of type I, then R s Π^= 1 i? w , where each R n is of type \ n and so, R n has all primitive factor rings artinian. Thus, each R n satisfies the '"-cancellation law and so, also R satisfies the '"-cancellation law. D We note that the '•'-cancellation law is preserved in direct products and direct limits of *-rings. If R is *-regular and R satisfies the *-cancellation law, then, by Lemma 1.6, R/I has *-cancellation and unitaries in R/I lift to unitaries in 7?, for every two-sided ideal / of R. LEMMA 
-u x ) < 2(N(e 2 -e x ) + N(f 2 -Λ)).
Proof. We first observe that if e, f e ?(R) are such that eR Π fR = 0, then eR<(e-f)R, fR < (e -f)R and so N(e) + N(f) < 2N(e -/).
Set / 3 = u x e 2 u*, and note that / 3 ~ f 2 and
N(f 3 -A) = N{ Ul (e 2 -ejuf) = N(e 2 -e x ).
So, 
. Let R be a ^-regular ring with pseudo-rank function N. Let R be the N-completion of R and let φ: R -» R denote the natural map. If w is a partial isometry in R, then there exists a sequence {w n } c R such that φ(w n ) -> w and, for all n, w n is a partial isometry in R. If, in addition, R satisfies the *-cancellation law, then the group of unitaries of R is dense in that of R. (These groups are endowed with the relative pseudo-rank-metric topology and they are topological groups.)
Proof. Set e = ww* e P(R)> Choose sequences {e n }, {a n } such that e n G P(Λ), a n G R, for all n and ψ(e n ) -» e, φ(a n ) -> w. Note that we can assume that a n e e n R for all n. Set y n = e n -<x n a*. Then, φ(y n ) -> e -ww* = 0. Put e' n = RP(γ Λ ) = LP(γ π ), all Λ. Clearly, φ(e' n ) -> 0. Consequently, e" = £" -e' n are projections in 2? and φ(e") -» e. Now, we note that 0 = e'; Ίn e'; = *" ~ ^A*C So, < = (eXXeX) . We deduce that w n = e' n 'a n are partial isometries such that φ(w n ) -* ew = w.
Clearly, the group of unitaries of R and that of R are topological groups (see [8, Prop. 8] ). If u is a unitary in R, then there exists a sequence {w n ) such that each w n is a partial isometry and φ(w n ) -> w. If i? has ^cancellation, then there exist unitaries u n such that w n w*u n = w π for all n. Since φ(w rt w w *) -> 1, we obtain φ(w w ) -> w.
•
In the next theorem, we show that the *-cancellation law extends from R to R. This is not new in case R is type I, by Proposition 2.4. Let e,f be two *-equivalent projections in R, and let w be a partial isometry in R such that ww* = e and w*w =/. By Lemma 2.6, there exists a sequence {w n } of partial isometries in R such that φ(w n ) -> u>. Set e n = uyv* and /" = w*w n and note that e n , f n e P(i?) and φ(e n ) -> e, φ(/n) •* /• % passing to subsequences of {e n } and {/ π }, we can assume that N(e n+ι -e n ) < 2~n and N(f n+1 -f n ) < 2~n. Let u λ be a unitary in R with u λ e λ u^ = / x . We construct, by using Lemma 2.5, a sequence of unitaries {u n ) in ϋ such that u n e n u* = / Λ and (« n+1 -uj < 2{N(e n+1 -ej < 2(2"" + 2'") = 2 -"
+2
It follows that {u n } is a Cauchy sequence. Let u = lim π _ 0O φ(M π ) e R. Clearly, ueu* = / and so, e and / are unitarily equivalent in R. Ώ Next, we show the following technical, but useful, result. Proof. Let φ: R »-> R denote the natural map.
Assume that R satisfies LP ~ RP. If e, f are equivalent projections in i?, then φ(e) ~ φ(f) and, since R satisfies LP -RP, we have φ(e) ~ φ(/). Let w be a partial isometry in R such that ww* = φ(e) and w*w = φ(/). We observe that, in this situation, we can choose the partial isometries {w n } constructed in the proof of Lemma 2.6 in such a way that w n €= eRf. Set e n = w n w* 9 f n = <w Λ . Clearly, φ(e n ) -> φ(e) and φ(/J -> φ(/), and e n ~ f n for all n. It follows that N(e -e n ) -> 0 and (/ -Λ) -* 0. So, given ε > 0, there exist e\ f such that e' < e, f < /, ' ~ f' and 7V(^ -^') < ε, N(f -f) < ε. Conversely, assume that e and / are equivalent projections in R. By Proposition 2.2, (c), there exist sequences {e n }, {/"}, with e n , f n e P(i?), φ(e w ) -> ^, φ(/ Λ ) -> /, and e rt -/ π for all w. Thus, by application of our hypothesis with ε n = 2" w , we have that there exist, for each n, subprojections e' n <e n , f^<f n such that <^/;, N(e n -e' n ) < 2~n and N(fn ~ O < 2~" li follows that φ(e' n ) -> β and_φ(/;) -»/. Now, as in the proof of Theorem 2.7, we get a unitary w in R such that wew* = /. In particular, we obtain that e ~ f. Π So, if R has •-cancellation, then R satisfies LP -RP iff any two equivalent projections e,f in R can be "well approximated" with respect to N by *-equivalent subprojections in R. Since any *-regular unit-regular ring with LP ^ RP obviously satisfies the *-cancellation law, we have δ(x, y) = N*(x -y) on R and the completion of R with respect to δ, S, is a regular ring, called the iV*-completion of R. If R is *-regular, then 5* is also *-regular in a natural way. It can be seen that the results of this section also hold for the N*-completion of a *-regular ring. In particular, the *-cancellation law and, if R is unit-regular, the LP ~ RP axiom, extends from R to S.
3. Applications to the study of property LP ~ RP for certain ^regu-lar self-injective rings. Let R be a *-regular ring with positive definite involution. We assume throughout in this section that M n (R) is endowed with the *-transpose involution (see §1). We proceed to construct a Grothendieck group for R which is attached to the *-equivalence of projections in the rings M n (R). We shall call this group Kg(R). For to construct it, we follow the construction in [7] for C*-algebras. Set P^R) = U^ιP(M n (R)).
For e, /ePJΛ), set e Θ /= (g °) ePJR). If e, f G P 00 (/ϊ), then we say that e and / are *-equivalent, e ~ f, if ( Recall that, if we use in the above construction equivalence instead of *-equivalence, we obtain the group K 0 (R), which can also be defined by using finitely generated projective modules over R (see [5, Chapter 15] ).
We have a map Φ: We now relate Kξ(F) with the Witt ring of F, W(F). The construction of W(F) can be found in [15] . There are no extra difficulties in constructing W(F) using hermitian forms instead of symmetric bilinear forms. We now fix some notation.
For any *-field F, an hermitian form over F is a map Φ: V X V -* F, where V is a finite-dimensional vector space over F, such that W(F) . PROPOSITION Proof. We first observe that K is generated by the elements In [7, Prop. 16.1] , it is shown that a *-algebra A is ultramatricial iff A is isomorphic as *-algebra to a direct limit (in the category of *-algebras) of a sequence of matricial *-algebras and *-algebra maps.
(a) There exists an injectiυe ring map φ: K£(F) »-> W{F) such that φ([eU ~ [/]*) = {H(e) Φ (-#(/))}, forej* PJF). (b) Γλe hermitian form H(e) Θ (-H(f)) is isotropic if and only if there exist nonzero subprojections e' < e, f < f such that e' ~ f in
The (F) for some positive integers n(l),..., n(r); (see [7, Chapter 17] ).
If A = Λf lιm (F) X and X from XM m(l) (F) are standard matricial *-algebras, then a standard map to 5 is any map which sends the element (a l9 ..., a k ) of A to where s tJ are nonnegative integers such that s a n(l) -f +s lk m(i) for all i. Clearly any standard map is a *-algebra map. We observe that the maps we obtain by iterated composition of standard ones are precisely the "block diagonal" maps.
A standard ultramatricial *-algebra is a direct limit of a sequence Proof. We know that property LP ~ RP holds in M n (F) for all n. So we can adapt the proofs of [7, Prop. 17.2] and [7, Thm. 20.6] . D
We do not know if Proposition 3.3 remains true for arbitrary fields with positive definite involution. By using [5, Thm. 15 .26] one can show that any ultramatricial algebra over a field F is isomorphic as F-algebra to a standard ultramatricial algebra. Now we proceed to study completions of direct limits of direct systems of standard matricial *-algebras and standard maps with respect to a pseudo-rank function. We need a lemma which gives a characteriza-tion of those pseudo-rank functions TV on a regular ring R such that the TV-completion of R is type II. LEMMA We proceed by induction on n. Set « = 1. If N(e) = 0 then the result is trivial. So assume that N(e) Φ 0 and consider the pseudo-rank function TV' on eRe defined by TV
for z e eRe. Then the TV'-completion of eRe is precisely ψ(e) Rφ(e) which is also type II. So we can assume without loss of generality that e = 1. Since R is type II it follows from [5, Prop. 10 < ε/2 + m/2" < ε/2 + ε/2 = ε.
Hence N{e -(e x 4-+e 2 n)) < ε as desired. Proof. It suffices to see that the type II part of the N-completion of R satisfies LP ~ RP.
Let R be the N-completion of R and let φ: R -> R denote the natural map. There exists a unique decomposition R = R x X R 2 where R λ is type I and R 2 is type II. Let N be the natural extension of N to R, and note that N is a rank function on R. If R τ and R 2 are nonzero, then there exists a central projection A Φ 0,1 such that hR = i? 1 
N(x) = N(h)N{(hx) -h)x)
for all x E Λ. For j; € Λ, define N 2 (y) = ΛΓ 2 ' ((1 -A)φ(j )). Then, it is easily seen that N 2 is a pseudo-rank function on R. Also, one can see that the map ψ: R -* R 2 defined by ψ(j>) = (1 -h)φ(y) is the natural map from R to its Λ^-completion, so that the completion of (R 9 N 2 ) is precisely (R 2 , Af 2 ). If i? 2 = 0, there is nothing to prove. If R 2 Φ 0, then we see from the above discussion that R 2 is the completion of i? with respect to a certain pseudo-rank function on R. So, we can assume without loss of generality that R is of type II.
Since each R i has *-cancellation, so does R. Thus, by Theorem 2.8, it suffices to prove that given ε > 0 and equivalent projections e,f in i?, there exist subprojections e' < e, f < f such that e' ~ /' and N(e -e') < ε, N(f-/') < ε. For / e /, let β y : R t^> R be the natural map from R t to the direct limit. There exist i Ξ / and projections g, A in i? z such that 0,(g) = ^9 ^.(A) =/ and g -A in R im Since i?^ is a standard matricial *-algebra, there exist some positive integers c(l),..., c(n) such that R i = M c{l) {F) X XM c(n) (F) . Clearly, we may assume without loss of generality that g = (0,...,0,g',0,...,0)and A = (0,.. .,0, A',0,.. .,0) where g' and A' are projections of rank one in some ring M c{a) (F) for some 1 < a < n. For <y = 1,..., r\ set t(q) = rank(e^) and note that t(q) is precisely the number of copies of g' that appear in the expression of e q . Put t(q) = s(q)k 4-/'(#) with 0 < r r (^) < k. We observe that m < s(q)k. For each q = l,...,^', let β^ be the projection of M d{q) (F) which has •*(#)£ g'-blocks in the same places as the first s(q)k g'-blocks of e q and zeroes elsewhere, that is For q = 1,..., r\ let f' q ' be the projection of M d(q) (F) formed in the same way as e q but with W instead of g'. Set e' = 0/(<,..., <,(),...,())), /' = Clearly, e' < e and /'</. Since e q ~f q for #=1,...,/*', we have e'~f>. Similarly, N(f -f) < ε. So, the proof is complete. D As a consequence of Theorem 3.5, we see that if F is any *-field with positive definite involution, then there exists a simple, *-regular, self-injective ring of type II satisfying LP ~ RP whose center is F. For example, let n(l) < n(2) < be positive integers such that n(k) \n(k 4-1) for all /c, and set S = lim M n{k) (F) (with respect to the obvious standard maps). Let R be the completion of S with respect to the unique rank function on S. Then, R is a simple, *-regular, self-injective ring of type II whose center is F ([4, Thm. 2.8]). By Theorem 3.5, R satisfies LP -RP matricially.
Next, we shall construct a simple, *-regular, self-injective ring of type II which does not satisfy LP ~ RP. In [9, pg. 31, Example 1] Handelman tries to offer an example of a simple, *-regular, type II self-injective ring R which does not satisfy LP ~ RP and a Baer *-subring S of R which
